Discipline-based education research (DBER) publications are opportunities for professional development around science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education reform. Learning theory tells us these publications could be more impactful if authors, reviewers, and editors pay greater attention to linking principles and practice. This approach, which considers faculty as learners and STEM education reform as content, has the potential to better support faculty members because it promotes a deeper understanding of the reasons why a pedagogical change is effective. This depth of understanding is necessary for faculty members to successfully transfer new knowledge to their own contexts. A challenge ahead for the emergent learning sciences is to better integrate findings from across sister disciplines; DBER reports can take a step in that direction while improving their usefulness for instructors.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF DISCIPLINE-BASED EDUCATION RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS TO STEM EDUCATION REFORM
The emerging field of the learning sciences is integrating and extending perspectives from cognitive, social, and cultural psychology; cognitive neuroscience; education; discipline-based education research (DBER); and many other fields (e.g., Ambrose et al., 2010; Slavich and Zimbardo, 2012) . These insights promise to deepen learning for all students and close achievement gaps for groups underrepresented in the sciences . DBER has made and continues to make essential contributions to improving science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) undergraduate education (National Research Council [NRC], 2012a; Kober, 2015) . Especially in recent years, the appearance of DBER in premier research journals such as Science (e.g., Haak et al., 2011) , Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (e.g., Freeman et al., 2014) , and Cell (e.g., Stockwell et al., 2015) has made these exciting advances in learning sciences apparent to an even broader STEM audience.
But there is potential for DBER publications to contribute more to STEM education reform than just reporting research findings (Brownell and Tanner, 2012) . For instance, as points of contact with faculty members who are not regular readers of education literature, articles in high-impact journals can raise awareness and understanding of evidence-based pedagogies (EBP; Bouwma-Gearhart, 2012; Brownell and Tanner, 2012; Lund and Stains, 2015) . Additionally, the relatively high citation rate and visibility of such articles likely makes them models for subsequent publications.
And while some recent research suggests that lack of knowledge is a diminishing barrier to reform efforts (Borrego et al., 2010; Henderson et al., 2012; Lund and Stains, 2015) , models (e.g., Table 1 ) for how change occurs in STEM pedagogy suggest publications have impact at points beyond introduction to ideas (Henderson et al., 2012; Lund and Stains, 2015) . For example, Bouwma-Gearhart (2012) suggests that the education literature provides resources for faculty members both to explore EBP in low-risk, private environments and to troubleshoot new approaches in real time.
As shown in Table 1 (Henderson et al. 2012) , some research bears this out: regular reading of STEM education journals does positively correlate with persistence of physics faculty at multiple stages in the transition to EBP. These stages include knowledge acquisition, motivation to try pedagogical innovations, and being a high-frequency user. This makes intuitive sense. Faculty members turn to education literature to initially learn about EBP and become enthused by the reported positive results. After gaining experience, they further explore the literature to add more practices to their alternative pedagogy tool kits (e.g., Major and Palmer, 2006) .
Faculty members also encounter educational research literature as part of professional development programs. For example, journal clubs 1 (DaRosa and Simpson, 2012; Pusateri, 2014 ) and learning communities (McDaniel 1987; Cox, 2001 Cox, , 2004 Lenning et al., 2013; Stewart, 2014) are relatively common opportunities offered by teaching and learning centers. Although practices vary, both of these activities use publications to improve pedagogical knowledge and practice. Faculty members gather to have deep and critical discussions about the findings, limitations, and implications of research. In some graduate and postdoctoral programs (e.g., www.cirtl.net/CIRTLReads-2015 (e.g., www.cirtl.net/CIRTLReads- -2016 ; http://otl.wayne.edu/programs/stem.php) learning science research literature is used to strengthen pedagogical knowledge and, hopefully, teaching skills. Journal clubs, familiar to many STEM faculty for their use in discussion of disciplinary research papers, are typically less demanding and structured than formal learning communities (Cox, 2001 (Cox, , 2004 Vescio et al., 2008) , which include intentional application of scholarly work in the classroom and an expectation of shared practice, such as observing one another's teaching. Additionally, professional developers often send research articles to interested faculty members, suggest readings for learning communities, provide bibliographies to workshop participants, or present a seminar based on particularly noteworthy research findings.
But change is a context-dependent process (Kezar, 2009 ); individuals, departments, and institutions differ in how they approach and accomplish STEM education reform. Lund and Stains (2015, p. 23) report that DBER articles are "largely underutilized" for learning about and implementing EBP by physics, chemistry, and biology faculty within a single institution. Henderson et al. (2012) also found the correlation of literature use and pedagogical change by STEM faculty to be complex; although several stages of change are correlated with use of EBP, continued use after trying new approaches is not when other variables (e.g., gender, class size) are controlled for. From this and other data, Henderson et al. (2012, p. 11) suggest that research articles and other dissemination methods such as workshops "do not support maintained use of these innovations."
This complexity should not be surprising. Not only is change context dependent, it is messy even under the best conditions. It requires iterative practice and is rarely, if ever, accomplished through reading alone. And, while the primary goal of a research article is to report findings rather than support STEM faculty change, pedagogical reform is progressing slowly (American Association of Colleges and Universities [AACU], 2015; President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology [PCAST], 2012)-at what some might describe as a glacial pace. When DBER articles are published in high-profile disciplinary research journals there is an opportunity to recruit more faculty members to reform. Can their impact on the change process be enhanced? Learning theory suggests the answer to this question is yes.
One model for pedagogical reform-how it occurs, what promotes it, how barriers can be overcome-is to consider the process as a learning phenomenon (Mulnix, 2013 (Mulnix, , 2016 . How people learn is the content. Faculty members and administrators are the learners. Moving from novice to expert in understanding and applying learning theory is the learning goal. Reformed classroom practice is the outcome at the individual level; reformed processes and practices are the outcomes at the institutional level.
FACULTY AS LEARNERS IN THE REFORM PROCESS
Those involved in faculty development have long viewed their professional roles as facilitating learning, even applying the term "learner" to faculty members (e.g., Borko, 2004; McDaniel, 1987) . Shulman (1986, p. 4) made the idea of faculty as learners clear for K-12 teachers in his seminal article, which examined "knowledge growth in teaching." Schulman (1986) argued that teachers learn not ony about pedagogy (e.g., how to accomplish active learning or group work) but also learn pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)-the knowledge a teacher learns about teaching in his or her particular discipline (e.g., What are the likely misconceptions? What are useful metaphors? What approaches are successful?). Others (e.g., McDaniel, 1987; Gess-Newsome et al., 2003) have applied Shulman's ideas to higher education. Major and Palmer (2006) use the lens of PCK to examine the process of university faculty adopting problem-based learning at the institutional level; their study indicates that professional development activities not only support learning PCK but can bring about transformative change.
Accordingly, professional developers embed learning theory in their programs (e.g., Sunal et al., 2001; Stewart, 2014 workshops to incorporate the content of Ambrose et al. (2010) to better support learning by faculty members. In their report on change in entrepreneurship education in engineering programs, Giersch and McMartin (2014) similarly argue for faculty development interventions to be informed by learning theory and principles of instructional design. Kezar (2009) argues that, for STEM education reform to be successful, faculty must engage in learning that allows sense to be made of the changes under way. While those involved in professional development view faculty members as learners, faculty members do not always perceive themselves in this role. Indeed, I have argued elsewhere (Mulnix, 2016 ) that helping faculty members see the parallels between their own learning about learning and their students learning content is important to transformational pedagogical change. Table 2 explores this premise of pedagogical reform as a learning process for faculty by interpreting observations of STEM education reform from the point of view of faculty members as learners. For instance, the principle that learning is enhanced by practice with feedback applies to students who benefit from low-stakes quizzes in ways similar to faculty who benefit from the kind of formative peer evaluation that occurs in learning communities. Table 3 further explores the idea of faculty as learners by highlighting parallels between faculty members and students as naïve learners. For instance, the fact that faculty members rely on pedagogies familiar to them from their own prior experiences in education mirrors the fact that students use study strategies that were successful for them in high school. Both populations resist changing their behaviors, even in the face of evidence that those practices do not optimize learning. Another example: faculty members, like students, can have incomplete understandings that are problematic for further learning. Richardson (1990) , Tobias (1992) , Michael (2007) , Blackie et al. (2010) , Nelson (2010) , and Boyd (2014) are among those who explore naïve conceptions held by faculty about learning and/or reform.
When faculty members are viewed as learners, the impact of research articles on pedagogical reform can be enhanced. One way to accomplish this is to explicitly consider research reports as educational tools and apply what is known about learning to their content and presentation. Learning science itself tells us that grounding new information in theory is key to moving learners along the continuum from novice to expert. Incoming knowledge that remains disconnected, conceptually unorganized, and isolated from underlying principles is not deeply understood nor easily retrieved (NRC, 2000 (NRC, , 2012a . This knowledge remains inert; it is difficult to use in new contexts. This means that, for reports of research findings to have the greatest impact on reform, the learning principles that might be at work need to be foregrounded and the details of the experiments and their results need to be better tied to theory.
Principles are schemes that capture relationships; they elucidate the why and how. They have explanatory power across multiple contexts: student age, institution, discipline, instructor, class size, and so on. They allow sense to be made of disparate observations such as the facts that reading questions, quizzing before class, identifying muddy points, and reviewing class notes all enhance learning. That structure determines function is one example of a broad principle in cell biology; that signal transduction is typically initiated by a small molecule triggering protein conformational change is another. While obvious in definition and example, the principles around which an expert organizes knowledge are typically unrecognized at a conscious level (Ambrose et al., 2010) . The fluency and automaticity of Learning is dependent on prior experiences and knowledge.
Some students arrive at college with low content background and skill development.
Faculty members typically receive little/no formal training before their first teaching jobs. Learning is a social process.
Students benefit from practices such as thinkpair-share, peer instruction, and group work that require students to interact with their peers (Kober, 2015) .
Faculty members identify lack of collegial and departmental support as a barrier to change (Brownell and Tanner, 2012) . Teachers identify discussion as important to learning about learning (King, 2004; Vescio et al., 2008) .
Learning environments have embedded cultural messages.
There is a "hidden curriculum" in traditional STEM classrooms that rewards a narrow set of behaviors, attributes, and prior experiences, namely those associated with lecture. Making these invisible expectations explicit can aid students from different cultural backgrounds (Margolis, 2001) .
That the professional identities of faculty members are often more as scientists and less as teachers is identified as a barrier change (Brownell and Tanner, 2012) . The particular teaching climate at an institution impacts the success of professional development interventions (Condon et al., 2015) .
Learning is maximized by practice and abundant, timely, and relevant feedback.
Performance is improved when students have opportunities to practice recalling and using knowledge in low-stakes evaluations with time to improve performance based on feedback (NRC, 2012b; Carpenter, 2014) .
Faculty members benefit from participation in learning communities that involve shared practice (e.g., Gruppen et al., 2003) . Gormally et al., 2014 argue that "providing faculty with formative teaching feedback may be the single most underappreciated factor in enhancing science education reform efforts" (p. 188). Significant time on task is required for deep learning.
Students must spend time truly engaged in the material to make learning effective.
Faculty members identify time constraints as a barrier to revamping pedagogies (Zakrajsek, 2013) .
understanding for an expert are so great that the underlying structure and process is typically taken for granted unless explicitly explored (e.g., Feldon et al., 2010) .
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF LEARNING PRINCIPLES
In the case of learning, principles offer explanations for why a particular pedagogical choice is effective. What is it about active learning or increased course structure or problem solving during class that might be responsible for an increase in learning? These principles typically trace back to patterns of brain function and mechanisms of information processing. Below is a selection of learning principles sufficiently robust to have been identified in multiple literature reviews and textbooks. These have been derived from extensive empirical evidence across multiple disciplines. Two sets of examples are provided to illustrate practical use of the principle. The first is for the context of student learning. The second set considers how the principles can be used for faculty development, specifically around discussion of a DBER article.
1. Learners have a knowledge and experience history that is unique. This history can aid learning, or it can hamper it. Because prior knowledge is literally written into the physical connections among neurons (called encoding), unless new information becomes wired into existing networks it will be lost. Thus, effective instruction must take into account the prior knowledge of the learner and appropriately connect to it (NRC, 2000; Wood, 2009; Ambrose et al., 2010) .
For students: An upper-level molecular genetics course might explore evolution of primate color vision (Jacobs and Nathans, 2009) as a model for consolidating knowledge of loci, alleles, gene duplication, mutation, and Mendelian inheritance patterns previously covered in an introductory genetics course.
For faculty: Discussion of a DBER article could begin with faculty members identifying ways in which their classrooms already accomplish a suggested intervention such as active learning.
2. Deep factual knowledge is insufficient for expertise. Expert knowledge is organized into a highly interconnected conceptual framework that facilitates retrieval and application. Novices not only have less knowledge, they also lack a robust framework for organizing information. Without organization and connectedness, knowledge can be present but not recognized as having relevance when needed (NRC, 2000; Moog et al., 2006; Wood, 2009; Ambrose et al., 2010) .
For students: A project that uses information at the National Center for Biotechnology Information website to investigate a genetic disease-tracing disruption of the affected gene from the mutation through the impact on transcription and/ or translation to explain the resulting physiological consequences (Mulnix and Penhale, 1997)-can provide an opportunity for students to clarify and conceptually organize components of the central dogma of molecular biology.
For faculty: Having identified ways that students engage in active learning in their classrooms, faculty members could explain how those activities embody learning principles such as those listed here and how those activities could be modified to enhance them.
3. Learner motivation matters (Ambrose et al., 2010) . While learners themselves play a significant role in their motivation, so do teachers. Instructors and environments that prime student motivation aid learning and promote the ability to transfer knowledge to novel contexts (NRC, 2012b) . One means for priming student motivation is to use real-life examples (Doyle, 2011) . "I don't understand why today's students need more than a good lecture and a textbook to learn." "I don't understand why I got a 'C' on the test, I studied my flashcards and highlighted the reading."
Learners have naïve conceptions that limit learning and prevent deep understanding.
"Group work results in the weaker students parasitizing the stronger ones."
"Enzymes can make a reaction with a positive free-energy move in the forward direction." "Students should readily recall what has been covered in prerequisite courses."
"Plants don't need mitochondria because they have chloroplasts." "I teach large classes in auditorium-style classes; active learning just isn't possible."
Learners have difficulty transferring information learned in one context to another.
"I see why providing connections to the lives of students is important, but there just aren't many examples of how molecular biology relates to real life."
"We studied oxidation in organic chemistry, but can you explain again why it is important in the citric acid cycle?" For students: Someone teaching molecular genetics might ask students to draft and enact a simulated genetic counseling scenario, create posters that market new RNA drugs in a mock conference for physicians, or prepare evidence about the role of epigenetics to be given in a mock legislative hearing on funding for preschools.
For faculty: Faculty members could be asked to critique an assignment description or syllabus and then modify it to better incorporate the ideas from the research article being discussed.
4. Learning is enhanced when novices have opportunities to explain new information to themselves and to others (Wood, 2009; Ambrose et al., 2010; NRC, 2012b) . Elaboration, whether in written, diagrammatic, or oral form, is a powerful learning tool.
For students: An assignment that asks student pairs to read a research article on the structure of a protein and then present the findings of that paper in poster format is one means of engaging students in the process of explanation not only to themselves but also to their peers (Mulnix, 2003) .
For faculty: A discussion of a DBER article could include pairs of faculty identifying questions that were raised for them as they read the article. These could then be shared in the group.
Practice with new information is key to retention of learning, and it enhances depth of learning.
Practice that is distributed over time has been shown to be more effective then massed practice such as cramming (Carpenter, 2014; Dunlosky et al., 2013) .
For students: Quizzes, rewriting notes, coverage of topics in both lecture and laboratory formats, and projects such as those described in the items above provide opportunities for practice with feedback (see point 6).
For faculty: Pairs in the discussion group could be asked to follow up with each other three times over a semester about how their teaching practices have changed as a result of discussing the research article.
6. Frequent, prompt, and relevant feedback timed to allow for improvement in performance is key to deep learning (Wood, 2009; Ambrose et al., 2010; NRC, 2012b) . This formative (versus summative) feedback does not need to involve grading and can come from peers, answer keys, supplemental instructors, and faculty talking aloud through an answer after students have attempted to answer it.
For students: Giving students opportunities to evaluate a data set as part of content presentation during class time can serve as practice with feedback before encountering similar questions on exams (see the Supplemental Material).
For faculty: Faculty could make peer visits to one another's classrooms to observe new techniques being used and then discuss areas of strength and those needing adjustment. Alternatively, faculty members might videotape a class and then do a self-evaluation using materials from Harvard's Best Foot Forward program (http://cepr.harvard.edu/video -observation-toolkit) as guides. This tool kit is designed for use in K-12, but features are applicable to higher education as well.
7. Reflection and metacognition assist learners in defining goals, selecting learning strategies, and monitoring progress toward those goals. Awareness of one's learning as a process in progress provides opportunity for greater insight into and control of that process. (NRC, 2000 (NRC, , 2012b Wood, 2009; Ambrose et al., 2010) .
For students: Exam wrappers (Lovett, 2013) are one example of strategies to promote reflection and metacognition.
For faculty: Discussion of a DBER article might include exploring ways in which individual faculty might be resistant to incorporating a change (e.g., giving up control during an activity, covering less content). Additionally, quiz or exam questions that measure student learning outcomes using the alternative technique could be used to assess the change.
While these principles can be can be articulated in isolation, they are mutually reinforcing. Connecting new to existing knowledge can be motivating. Elaboration is a form of practice. Feedback can support metacognition. Practice can assist in organizing information according to concepts. Indeed, in discussion of a DBER article by faculty, any one of the suggested approaches is addressing multiple learning principles. Table 4 further illustrates how these principles might map onto the practices empirically demonstrated to enhance learning. For instance, depending on the specifics of the activity, in-class problem solving could 1) connect incoming information to students' prior knowledge, 2) facilitate organization of knowledge into a conceptual framework, 3) motivate learners via social interactions, 4) provide opportunities for elaboration by self and with peers, 5) offer feedback from peers and/or faculty members, and/or 6) make the learner aware of learning strategies used by others. Discussion of these or other (see Ambrose et al., 2010; Mayer and Alexander, 2011; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Benassi et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2014) principles in the introduction, methods, discussion, and implications sections of research articles can provide a conceptual framework for readers and assist in their construction of an expert organization of knowledge.
DBER PUBLICATIONS AND LEARNING PRINCIPLES INTEGRATED
When authors, for instance, indicate that in-class activities were designed to promote peer-peer interactions in ways that elicited feedback for students about their understandings, the article provides the conceptual structure readers need to make informed choices in their own classes. Use of clickers and thinkpair-share and small-group work to solve problems become rich interventions rather than activities to include for the sake of "active learning." Explaining that reading questions devised to help students develop more interconnected knowledge structures and to connect new to existing knowledge would guide faculty members as they create and modify supports for their own students. Readers of research articles begin to see that it is not the particular activity (e.g., clicker questions or think-pair-share) that is important but rather how that activity promotes learning. Understanding the mechanical details of flipped classrooms, active learning, and increased course structure is necessary but insufficient to allow evaluation, creation, and troubleshooting in one's own classroom context. It takes an understanding of the critical attributes of these pedagogical tools to make them effective in other contexts. Richardson (1990, p. 16 ) argued more than 20 years ago for education researchers to make their theoretical framework obvious to practitioners so that teachers can "relate the activity's theoretical framework to their own beliefs and understandings." In this way, teachers have opportunities to take control of their choices rather than have a given practice imposed by external forces. "Without such empowerment, teachers may become victims of their personal biographies, systemic political demands, and ecological conditions, rather than making use of them in developing and sustaining worthwhile and significant change" (Richardson, 1990, p. 16) .
But don't university faculty have the wisdom and experience to intuit this conceptual foundation? In fact, there are suggestions in the literature that STEM faculty members do not make these conceptual leaps. For instance, when Andrews et al. (2011) studied a broadly representative set of introductory-level biology instructors self-reporting use of active-learning strategies, little evidence of gains in student learning were documented. This suggests a surface rather than a deep understanding of research findings. Furthermore, instructors' modifications of published practices often diminish the effectiveness of those practices (Dancy and Henderson, 2010) . Faculty using EBP in the classroom have also been shown: 1) to rely on personal over empirical evidence (Cooper, 2014; Andrews and Lemons, 2015) , 2) to have personal beliefs inconsistent with recommended practice (Borrego et al., 2013) , and 3) to misrepresent the degree to which they use reformed practices (EbertMay et al., 2011) . The finding that the largest loss of physicists in reform efforts was at the continuation stage (Table 1 ; Henderson et al., 2012) also suggests that faculty may lack sufficient depth of understanding of reform practices to personalize their use.
In a model for reform that views faculty as learners, the difficulties encountered when changing practices built over a career are not surprising. Difficulty troubleshooting when using a practice in a new context, returning to prior approaches that are comfortable, inaccurate estimates of progress in reform, and questions about the value of the work required are all hurdles encountered by novices. Even as expert learners in their discipline, most faculty members are novices to the learning sciences. They need the theory behind new practices made evident. The robust literature in the area of job training (e.g., McGehee and Thayer, 1961; Baldwin and Ford, 1988; Grossman and Salas, 2011) also indicates that applying learning principles when designing professional learning/job training is key to subsequent use of knowledge by employees. In essence, STEM education reform is a problem of knowledge transfer; faculty members must use-that is, apply, evaluate, synthesize, and create-their knowledge in novel contexts. Such transfer has been empirically shown to be promoted by a deep understanding of the fundamental principles at work (NRC, 2000 (NRC, , 2012b .
While some DBER articles are thin on theory, there are many examples that effectively communicate the links among practice and learning science principles. Offerdahlt and Montplaisir (2013) integrate a robust treatment of formative assessment into their introduction about how student-generated reading questions provide a window into student understanding. In doing so, they not only address feedback but also knowledge construction, knowledge organization, and metacognition. Similarly, Gross et al. (2015) use their introductory remarks to contextualize the roles of student motivation and distributed practice as underlying principles for improved student performance. Eddy and Hogan (2014) consider increased practice · Creating expert organization of knowledge -providing students with reading questions, -quizzing before arrival in class -instruction via video (e.g., Freeman et al., 2011; Haak et al., 2011; Offerdahlt and Montplaisir, 2013; Gross et al., 2015) · Providing cues about the larger concepts and how to hang details on that framework · Engaging prior knowledge, including misunderstandings · Highlighting common misunderstandings of information · Scaffolding may help students grasp ideas in a logical order or in smaller steps Active-learning exercises and activities that replace lecture:
· Prompting self-elaboration and practice -peer-peer teaching -small group work on conceptual problems -case studies -problem solving -service learning (e.g., Crouch and Mazur, 2001; Haak et al., 2011; Freeman et al., 2014; Stockwell et al., 2015) · Providing feedback from peers · Engaging prior knowledge (e.g., use of real-world examples) · Motivating students via connection to real-life examples, social interactions, novelty · Guiding development of expert knowledge organization · Providing feedback via peers · Improving metacognitive skills as students explain their reasoning Engagement activities that enhance lecture:
· Engaging prior knowledge -clicker questions · Prompting elaboration with self and peers -think-pair-share · Providing feedback via discussion and then display of answers -one-minute papers · Engaging misconceptions and prior knowledge -data analysis -interpretation of diagrams (e.g., Lovett, 2013; Linton et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2014) with material as a factor through which increased course structure achieves enhanced learning. They explore time on task, class community, and perceived value of the course as additional factors contributing to effectiveness. Linton et al. (2014) explicate why writing may be effective as a component of active learning, considering knowledge construction and organization, feedback, and metacognition as possible contributors in their introductory comments. Mack and Towns (2016) also provide a strong theoretical foundation for their examination of faculty beliefs about teaching undergraduate physical chemistry.
My main thesis is that, when theoretical foundations are overlooked in DBER publications, the impact of the publication is diminished because readers do not encounter the information that can help them bring new practices to their own classrooms. But also worrisome is the fact that absence of theory perpetuates misinformation about the learning sciences. It allows the erroneous belief (e.g., Zhang et al., 2010; Weimer, 2013) that evidence supporting the effectiveness of EBP is relatively new and remains insubstantial to remain unchallenged. Colleagues and I have experienced such misunderstandings in our work with STEM faculty, and hesitancy about quality and quantity of evidence is often implicit in the sections of papers and reports that continue to address sufficiency of evidence of effectiveness of alternative practices (e.g., Fairweather, 2008; Appendix F in PCAST, 2012; Mack and Towns, 2016) . While evidence of effectiveness of reformed practices has not resulted in widespread adoption, removing doubt in the minds of STEM faculty could reduce a barrier to reform.
DBER, A MATURING FIELD
Others (Ansari and Coch, 2006; Fairweather, 2008; Hilborn, 2012; D'Avanzo 2013; Coppola and Krajcik 2014; Talanquer, 2014) have also noted the need to better integrate DBER with sister disciplines in the learning sciences. Such integration of knowledge seems part and parcel of the emergence of learning science as a discipline. As the field matures, connections among findings and patterns that are consistent across disciplines become obvious. The conceptual understanding of the field deepens.
Indeed, DBER experts themselves can gain insights from analyzing their own and the STEM community's reform processes. These reflective and metacognitive insights can then be used to anticipate the intellectual gaps and challenges that peers at early stages in reform are likely to encounter. This is similar to faculty members using disciplinary pedagogical content knowledge to anticipate the misunderstandings that undergraduates are likely to experience. Linking theory and practice is an area DBER is growing into, with peers pointing out the need as the field advances. We can learn from this experience: faculty members are likely to also need support in making these intellectual connections.
So, how can research publications better contextualize DBER within learning science theory and empirical findings from sister disciplines? How can they better support faculty in the transition to EBP? Attention of authors, reviewers, and editors to the following aspects of DBER publications are among the actions that could be taken:
1. Explicitly integrate learning principles into subsections of a paper, particularly the introduction and conclusion. The learning principles that could be at work when increased learning is observed need to be discussed not only to enhance the quality of the paper but to also better educate readers. 2. Provide citations to the relevant literature in sister disciplines, not just DBER. The robust evidence that EBP enhances and deepens learning is summarized in several reviews (NRC, 2000 (NRC, , 2012a authored by committees of national experts tasked with integrating and evaluating findings across the branches of the learning sciences. Available as free downloadable PDFs from the National Academies Press, these contain extensive bibliographies. Additional summaries and syntheses with translations to classroom applications are also available (Ambrose et al., 2010; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Kober, 2015) . 3. Report sufficient details that practices can be replicated elsewhere. With the advent of online supplementary materials, examples of tools such as videos, in-class problems, and multiple-choice exams can be shared. 4. Supplementary materials should additionally be annotated so that novice faculty can see the learning principles at work and have guidelines for implementing them in their own contexts (e.g., see the Supplemental Material for this article).
Including these items would enrich the context for the research, provide a more accurate description of the state of the field, and provide critical resources for novices. The urgency with which the STEM community needs to accomplish undergraduate educational reform (PCAST, 2012; AACU, 2015) heightens the need for top-tier journals to model pedagogical excellence.
CONCLUSION
In summary, educational theory (Ambrose et al., 2010; Sousa, 2010; Mayer and Alexander, 2011; NRC, 2000 NRC, , 2012b Fink, 2013) tells us that a deep understanding of content is necessary for successful transfer of knowledge to novel situations. Such depth is not only about acquiring information but also about organizing and connecting it so relevant knowledge is recognized when needed. As learners, faculty members in the process of reform must not only build their factual knowledge but must organize that knowledge and experience to allow deep and transformative learning. An understanding of the learning principles that are the foundation for alternative teaching and learning strategies can help faculty members develop the ability to transfer knowledge to their own circumstances. This line of reasoning suggests that DBER needs to better identify and explicate learning principles that could account individually or in combination for improvement on measures of learning. This is important for assisting novice STEM faculty in their transition to reformed pedagogical practices.
Because reform efforts are progressing so slowly, publications reporting DEBR results, especially those in high-impact journals, have a corollary function of professional development. This function adds an additional responsibility for authors, reviewers, and editors: to explicitly consider how effective a paper is as a point of learning for faculty.
